Boeing Grows Analytics Solutions in Russia with Three Customer Orders

Orders are Boeing’s first in Russia for crew and leasing products

MOSCOW, March 1, 2018 – Boeing [NYSE: BA] continues to expand its digital solutions offerings in Russia through three purchase agreements announced today at MRO Russia.

The agreements cover AerData’s Engine Fleet Planning and Costing (EFPAC) system for managing leased and owned engines as well as Jeppesen’s crew scheduling solutions. Each software product drives operational efficiency through analytics methods and tools powered by Boeing AnalytX.

“Today’s orders demonstrate Russian carriers’ continued investment and progress in transforming their operations with advanced digital and analytics solutions,” said Ken Sain, vice president, Digital Aviation and Analytics, Boeing Global Services. “These agreements add to our longstanding presence in Russia and provide value for airline customers who will optimize engine lifecycle costs and manage crew needs.”

Agreements announced include:

- **S7 Technics** will use the EFPAC planning tool to plan and forecast engine maintenance budgeting as well as leased engine spares.

- **Pobeda** signed an agreement for Jeppesen Crew Pairing and Crew Rostering, both of which optimize crew planning to maximize productivity, safety and stability. Crew Rostering integrates seamlessly with Crew Pairing, allowing airlines to support several rostering models for different crew groups and providing one integrated platform for the evaluation and implementation of future operational scenarios.

- **Utair**, a Tyumen-based air carrier, selected Jeppesen Crew Pairing and the Boeing Alertness Model to improve crew planning capabilities. Crew Pairing enables airlines to optimize monthly production planning and forecast pairings, while the Boeing Alertness Model scientifically predicts crew alertness, enhancing visibility into crew fatigue and mitigating risk in the crew management process.

About Boeing AnalytX

Boeing AnalytX brings together the work of more than 800 analytics experts across Boeing’s commercial, defense, and services businesses, who are focused on transforming data into actionable insights and customer capabilities, services and products. Launched in June, Boeing AnalytX helps customers make data-informed decisions to slash fuel costs, perform predictive maintenance, build smarter flight plans and crew schedules, and minimize unpredictable disruptions.

About Boeing Global Services

Boeing Global Services, headquartered in the Dallas area, was formed by integrating the services capabilities of the government, space and commercial sectors into a single, customer-focused business. Operating as a third business unit of Boeing, Global Services provides agile, cost-competitive services to commercial and government customers worldwide.
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